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I. Introduction
I accepted the invitation to write this essay and take part in this debate with great reluctance. The company is distinguished and the purpose is important. I expect the effort and arguments to be intellectually serious. At the same time, I call myself an economist and I have achieved a modest standing in this profession on account of (I hope) my ability to make some progress thinking about and studying the economy. I have no expertise in studying economists. I go to work every day to understand why inflation goes up and down or why some fiscal systems deliver better outcomes than others. Making progress on these questions frequently requires taking detours into narrow technical points on definitions of equilibrium or the properties of statistical estimators. But the focus always remains on understanding the economy, not the profession of economics. I personally love reading biographies and delight in thinking about what a young Alfred Marshall would say to a young Kenneth Arrow. Yet, I do not confuse these pleasurable intellectual leisure times with my job as a researcher.
On top of this, asking an active researcher in macroeconomics to consider what is wrong with macroeconomics today is sure to produce a biased answer. The answer is simple: everything is wrong with macroeconomics. Every hour of my workday is spent identifying where our knowledge falls short and how can I improve it. Researchers are experts at identifying the flaws in our current knowledge and in proposing ways to fix these. That is what research is. So, whenever you ask me what is wrong with any part of economics, I am trained by years on the job to tell you many ways in which it is wrong. With some luck, I may even point you to a paper that I wrote proposing a way to fix one of the problems.
While preparing for this article, I read many of the recent essays on macroeconomics and its future. I agree with much of what is in them, and benefit from having other people reflect about economists and the progress in the field. But to join a debate on what is wrong with economics by adding what is wronger with economics is not terribly useful. In turn, it would have been easy to share my thoughts on how macroeconomic research should change, which is, unsurprisingly, in the direction of my own research. I could have insisted that macroeconomics has over-relied on rational expectations even though there are at least a couple of welldeveloped, tractable, and disciplined alternatives. I could have pleaded for research on fiscal policy to move away from the over-study of what was the spending of the past (purchases) and to focus instead on the spending that actually dominates the government budget today (transfers). Going more methodological, I could have elaborated on my decade-long frustration dealing with editors and journals that insist that one needs a model to look at data, which is only true in a redundant and meaningless way and leads to the dismissal of too many interesting statistics while wasting time on irrelevant theories. However, while easy, this would not lead to 2 a proper debate. A problem that too often plagues these discussions is that each panelist takes turns stating something else that is wrong with economics and pushing in a different direction.
By the end, no opposing views are voiced, and the audience feels safe to agree with everything that was said while changing nothing in its day-to-day work, because there seem to be too many alternatives.
With all these caveats in mind, this essay will instead provide a critical evaluation of the state of macroeconomics. I will discuss four uses of macroeconomics, from those that are, in my view, less wrong, to those that perhaps need more change: research, policy, forecasting, and teaching. To contribute to the debate, I focus on responding to some of the negative verdicts on what is wrong with macroeconomics. The goal is to prevent these criticisms from being read as undisputed facts by the users of knowledge as opposed to the creators of knowledge. In substantive debates about actual economic policies, it is frustrating to have good economic thinking on macro topics being dismissed with a four-letter insult: it is a DSGE. It is worrying to see the practice of rigorously stating logic in precise mathematical terms described as a flaw instead of a virtue. It is perplexing to read arguments being boxed into macroeconomic theory (bad) as opposed to microeconomic empirical work (good), as if there was such a strong distinction. It is dangerous to see public grant awards become strictly tied to some methodological directions to deal with the crisis in macroeconomics. I am not, in any way, claiming that there are no problems in macroeconomics, or that there should be no changes. My goal is not to claim that there is no disease, but rather to evaluate existing diagnoses, so that changes and progress are made in a productive direction.
II. The present of macroeconomic research
Mortality imposes that the future of macroeconomics will be shaped by the youngest members of the profession. There is something wrong with a field when bright young minds no longer find its questions interesting, or just reproduce the thoughts of close-minded older members. There is something right with it when the graduate students don't miss the weekly seminar for work in progress, but are oblivious of the popular books in economics that newspapers and blogs debate furiously and tout as revolutionizing the field. To evaluate the state of macroeconomic research, as opposed to policy or the history of ideas, one should A good place to start is to read what some representative young macroeconomists actually work on. The Review of Economic Studies foreign editors select around 6 economists every year that were just on the academic job market to give a tour of a handful of European institutions and present their research. These are not necessarily the best economists, or the ones that had more job offers, but they are typically the candidates that the editors are more excited about and that got more attention in the job market. Because the composition of the jury that picks them is heterogeneous and changes regularly, the choices are arguably not biased in the direction of a particular field, although they are most likely all in the mainstream tradition. Martin Beraja (2016, Chicago, MIT) : Beraja's job market paper developed a new method to identify the effectiveness of policies within models where the researcher is uncertain about some features of the economy that the data has a hard time distinguishing. His focus is on identification in DSGE models that assume incomplete financial markets and sticky wages and this comes with clear applications to questions of redistribution via fiscal policy across states.
Arlene Wong (2016, Northwestern, Princeton) : Wong used micro data to show that it is mostly young people who adjust their consumption when monetary policy changes interest rates.
Younger people are more likely to obtain a new mortgage once interest rate changes, either to buy a new home or to refinance an old one, and to spend new available funds. Her research has painstaking empirical work that focuses on the role of mortgages and their refinancing features, and a model with much heterogeneity across households.
Adrien Auclert (2015, MIT, Stanford) : Auclert also focused on how changes in monetary policy affect spending and the macroeconomy, and also emphasized the heterogeneous responses by different households. He argued that when central banks lower interest rates, households whose assets have shorter duration than their liabilities lose out to households whose assets are of longer maturity than their liabilities. He then found that in the data the winners from these cuts in interest rates have higher propensity to spend than the losers, so that cuts in interest rates will boost aggregate spending.
Gregor Jarosch (2015, Chicago, Stanford) : Jarosch writes a model to explain why losing your job leads to a very long-lasting decline in your lifetime wages. His hypothesis is that this is due to people climbing a ladder of jobs that are increasingly secure, so that when one has the misfortune of losing a job, this leads to a fall down the ladder and a higher likelihood of having further spells of unemployment in the future. He uses administrative social security data to find some evidence for this hypothesis.
Luigi Bocola (2014, Penn, Northwestern) : Bocola tries to explain the depth of the crisis in Italy after 2011. He writes a DSGE model where banks hold sovereign debt, so that bad news about a possible future sovereign default both puts a strain on the funding of banks but also induces them to cut their leverage as a precautionary reaction. This channel for the diabolic loop linking banks and sovereign debt fits reasonably well the behavior of credit spreads across Italian banks and firms, and predicts that the ECB's interventions had a small effect.
Saki Bigio (2012, NYU, Columbia) : Bigio wanted to understand why banks don't recapitalize fast enough after suffering large losses during a financial crisis, and this seems to be related with the slump in lending and real activity that follows these crises. His explanation is that after large losses, banks are less able to tolerate further losses, which lowers their ability to intermediate, and so their future profits. Equity holders can then be stuck in a coordination failure, where no one wants to inject new equity unless others do so as well, banks are stuck in a low profit equilibrium, and the recovery must come through the slow process of retaining earnings by banks.
Matteo Maggiori (2012, Berkeley, NYU) : Maggiori postulates that countries with more developed financial markets are able to better deal with lack of funding in a financial crisis. They use this ability to sell insurance to less developed countries, so that in normal times they receive an insurance premium in the form of capital gains on foreign investments that sustain persistent trade deficits. During a crisis though, the advanced countries should suffer the heaviest of capital losses and a larger fall in consumption, a prediction consistent with what happened in the United States, but less so with what happened in Germany during the Euro crisis.
Joe Vavra (2012, Yale, Chicago) : Vavra used data on individual prices to find that changes in prices tend to be more dispersed and more frequent in recessions. He explains this by firms adjusting more often their prices in recessions, in spite of the costs of doing so, because the volatility of their firm-specific productivity is higher. But, with this more frequent price adjustment, monetary policy shocks will be less effective at boosting real activity in recessions.
In my reading, this is all exciting work, connected to relevant applied questions, and that takes data and models seriously. In contrast, in the caricatures of the state of macroeconomics, there are only models with representative agents, perfect foresight, no role or care for inequality, and a cavalier disregard for financial markets, mortgage contracts, housing, or banks.
Supposedly, macroeconomic research ignores identification and does not take advantage of plentiful microeconomic data to test its models, which anyway are too divorced from reality to be useful for any real world question. Compare this caricature with the research that I just described: the contrast is striking. Not a single one of these bright young minds that are the future of macroeconomics writes the papers that the critics claim are what all of macroeconomic research is like today. Instead, what they actually do is to mix theory and evidence, time-series aggregate data and micro data, methodological innovations and applied policy questions, with no clear patterns of ideology driven by geography. Blanchard (2016) , Korinek (2015) and Wren-Lewis (2017) worry that the current standards and editorial criteria in macroeconomics undermine promising ideas, deter needed diversity in the topics covered, and impose mindless work on DSGEs that brings little useful knowledge to policy discussions. Smith (2016) emphasizes that we have far less data than what we would need to adequately test our models, and Romer (2016) that identification is the perennial challenge for social sciences. Smith (2014) and Coyle and Haldane (2014) characterize the state of economics, not as the perennial glass half full and half empty, but rather as two glasses, one full and the other empty. In their view, applied empirical economists have been celebrating their successes, while macroeconomists lament their losses.
All of these criticisms contain some truth, but only up to a point. The research that I have just described is diverse, creative, and uses different data to identify causes. Young researchers in macroeconomics today do not seem bound by current standards or afraid to get their hands dirty. They are attacking these big challenges and trying to overcome the criticisms. The data and tools used by applied empirical economists are also used by macroeconomists. This is a sign of a field full of vitality, not of a field in trouble.
One might make the (elitist) criticism that, by focusing on these papers, I have looked only at the disruptive work that may cause scientific revolutions, while the problem is on what goes on in normal macroeconomic science. Table 3 reports the articles published in the latest issue of the top journal in macroeconomics, the Journal of Monetary Economics, including their authors, the title of the paper, and the highlights that the authors submitted. These include: theoretical papers on sovereign debt crises and capital controls, applied papers on the interrelation between financial indicators and macroeconomic aggregates, papers looking at extreme events like catastrophes and liquidity traps, and even purely empirical papers on measuring uncertainty in micro data and on forecasting time series in the macro data. There is originality and plurality, and a significant distance from the critics' portrayal of research. • A privately informed firm issues debt to a speculator and investors in safe assets.
• With high uninformed safe asset demand, the private sector may pool at risky debt.
• The government can increase welfare by issuing safe bonds, crowding out risky debt.
• Government may eliminate risky debt and portfolio distortions, reducing investment.
• Government debt can accommodate risky debt and distortions, encouraging investment.
David S. Miller
Commitment versus discretion in a political economy model of fiscal and monetary policy interaction
• Microfounding fiscal policy affects monetary policy decisions.
• Time inconsistency is alleviated by the politically distorted fiscal authority.
• Monetary responses mitigate the political distortion‫׳‬s effect.
• Price commitment results in lower welfare as it eliminates monetary responses.
Vasco Cúrdia, Michael Woodford
Credit Frictions and Optimal Monetary Policy
• A positive average spread has little quantitative effect in the transmission of shocks.
• Time variation in credit spread affects the relation between spending and policy rate.
• Time variation in credit spread affects the relation between inflation and real activity.
• Basic NK optimal target criterion is approximately optimal with credit spread.
• The target criterion can be implemented by an augmented forward-looking Taylor rule.
Christian Gollier
Evaluation of longdated assets: The role of parameter uncertainty
• The parametric uncertainty affecting the annual growth rate magnifies long run risks.
• It makes the term structure of interest rates decreasing, because of prudence.
• It makes the term structure of risk premia increasing, because of risk aversion.
• The uncertain trend or volatility of growth has a strong impact on asset prices.
• The uncertain frequency of catastrophes plays a similar role.
Daniel Shoag, Stan Veuger
Uncertainty and the geography of the great recession
• Local policy uncertainty during the Great Recession matches unemployment outcomes.
• This relationship is robust to numerous controls.
•Increased uncertainty contributed to the severity of the Great Recession.
Zhu Wang, Alexander L. Wolman Payment choice and currency use: Insights from two billion retail transactions
• Rich transactions data covering payment patterns for 3 years, thousands of stores.
• Consistent with theory of consumers‫׳‬ threshold transaction size for cash use.
• Across transaction size, cash share falls and dispersion across locations rises.
• Cash share displays weekly and monthly cycles, correlated with transaction volume.
• Over the longer term, cash share has declined, largely replaced by debit.
Andrea L. Eisfeldt, Tyler Muir
Aggregate external financing and savings waves
• Provide external finance cost time series using firm financing and savings decisions.
• Estimated average cost of external finance is 2.3%.
• Provide evidence of external finance cost shocks.
• Formally reject nested model without external finance cost shocks.
• Document external finance and savings waves.
Adrien Auclert, Matthew Rognlie
Unique equilibrium in the EatonGersovitz model of sovereign debt
• The Eaton-Gersovitz model is widely used for empirical analyses of sovereign debt markets.
• We show that the model with exogenous default value and short-term debt admits a unique equilibrium.
• This counters the common view that sovereign debt markets are prone to multiple equilibria.
• Multiplicity requires altering the timing of the model, or considering long-term debt. • A new literature studies the use of capital controls to prevent financial crises.
• We show that if exchange rate policy has no cost, there is no need for capital controls.
• If the exchange rate policy is costly, capital controls become part of the optimal policy mix.
• This mix combines capital controls in tranquil times with exchange rate policy in crisis times.
• It yields more borrowing, fewer and less sever crises, and higher welfare than capital controls alone.
Yet, according to De Grauwe (2009) "The science of macroeconomics is in deep trouble." while Skidelsky (2009) thinks that there has already been a "…discrediting of mainstream macroeconomics". These opinions express feelings more than facts, so it is hard to debate them. But if the collapse in the reputation of macroeconomists was as large as they claim, there should be hints of it at least in some rough measures of academic output and prestige. Space in the top journals in the economics profession is scarce. If macroeconomics was in a crisis, journals would, at least slowly, publish fewer and fewer articles on macroeconomics. From the demand side, general interest journals would not be interested in publishing articles that non-macroeconomists have no interest in reading. From the supply side, enough articles in a field must be written for a select few to be of enough quality to pass the difficult standards of these top journals.
Marco Cozzi, Giulio Fella
Job displacement risk and severance pay
• We study the insurance role of severance pay in the presence of displacement risk.
• Post-displacement earnings losses are sizeable and persistent due to loss of tenure.
• Asset markets are incomplete.
• We find that severance pay entails substantial welfare gains.
• These welfare gains are negligible if earnings losses are not persistent. Decomposing real and nominal yield curves
• A term structure model for nominal and inflation-indexed government bonds.
• Model is used to decompose yields into expectations and risk premia.
• Variations in nominal term premia are primarily due to movements in real term premia.
• LSAP announcements lowered yields mainly through a reduction of real term premia.
• Monetary policy surprises primarily affect real forwards through real term premia.
Exploiting the monthly data flow in structural forecasting
• A framework for combining structural models and now-casting is proposed.
• Conditions for deriving the monthly dynamics of the model are discussed.
• Linking the model with auxiliary variables improves now-casting performance.
• The proposed model traces in real time the shocks driving the business cycle.
Lena Mareen Boneva, R. Anton Braun, Yuichiro Waki Some unpleasant properties of loglinearized solutions when the nominal rate is zero
• We show that it matters how one solves the New Keynesian model at the zero lower bound (ZLB).
• The nonlinear solution exhibits new types of ZLB equilibria that cannot occur using a loglinearized solution.
• Fiscal multipliers are small and orthodox at the ZLB for a large and plausible set of parameterizations of the model.
• The New Keynesian model can be used to make a case for supply-side fiscal stimulus at the ZLB.
• In situations where a labor tax rate cut increases employment, the government purchase multiplier is about one or less.
Yang K. Lu, Robert G.
King, Ernesto Pasten
Optimal reputation building in the New Keynesian model
• We study how reputation building affects the optimal committed policy.
• The reputation building effect can overturn the conventional policy prescriptions.
• The reputation building effect is quantitatively important.
• The reputation building effect is relevant over a large parameter space. Card and Della Vigna (2013) split the papers published in the top general-interest journals in the profession according to their field. They find no discernible change in the share of articles on macroeconomics over the last four decades. Figure A related criticism of macroeconomics is that it ignores financial factors.
Macroeconomists supposedly failed to anticipate the crisis because they were enamored by models where financial markets and institutions were absent, as all financing was assumed to be efficient (De Grawe, 2009 , Skidelsky, 2009 ). The field would be in denial if it continued to ignore these macro-financial links. it references 6 other books and surveys that the authors state that one must read to get a full picture of the research on the intersection between macroeconomics and financial factors. One can safely argue that there is a hole in our knowledge of macro financial interactions; one might also argue more controversially that economists have filled this hole with rocks as opposed to diamonds; but it is harder to argue that the hole is empty. 
III. The performance of macroeconomic policy
Among all fields of economics, macroeconomics seems to be the one that attracts the most attention by the popular media. At the same time, macroeconomists are very far from running the world. In deciding the size of the budget deficit, or whether a fiscal stimulus or austerity package is adopted, macroeconomists will often be heard by the press or policymakers, but almost never play a decisive role in any of the decisions that are made. Most macroeconomists support countercyclical fiscal policy, where public deficits rise in recessions, both in order to smooth tax rates over time and to provide some stimulus to aggregate demand.
Looking at fiscal policy across the OECD countries over the last 30 years, it is hard to see too much of this advice being taken. Rather, policy is best described as deficits almost all the time, is the actual outcome, in dashed blue is the target moving forward since a 2% target was officially adopted, and in dotted blue is a hypothetical target from extrapolating the 2% backwards in time. The hypothetical is important for the United States, since it had long been noted that the Federal Reserve behaved as if it had a target of 2% even before this was decided. Comparing actual and expected, the conclusion for the United States, the Eurozone, and Canada is clear: monetary policy has been remarkably successful. For the United Kingdom, the price level drifted upwards after the crisis, although in its defense, the Bank of England interpreted its mandate as stating that bygones are bygones when it comes to past deviations, so that since 2011, the slope of the price level has been approximately on target.
Another way to judge the performance of macroeconomics as applied to central banking is through the response to the crises of the last decade. Macroeconomists did not prevent the crises, but following the collapse of Lehman or the Greek default, news reports were dominated by non-economists claiming that capitalism was about to end and all that we knew was no longer valid, while economists used their analytical tools to make sense of events and suggest policies. In the United States in 2007-08, the Federal Reserve, led by the certified academic macroeconomist Ben Bernanke, acted swiftly and decisively. In terms of its conventional instruments, the Federal Reserve cut interest rates as far as it could and announced it would keep them low for a very long time. Moreover, it saturated the market for reserves by paying interest on reserves, and it expanded its balance sheet in order to affect interest rates at many horizons. Finally, it adopted a series of unconventional policies, intervening in financial markets to prevent shortages of liquidity. Some of these decisions are more controversial than others, and some were more grounded in macroeconomic research than others. But overall, facing an adverse shock that seems to have been as serious as the one behind the Great Depression, monetary policy responded, and the economy recovered. While the recession was deep, it was nowhere as devastating as a depression. The economic profession had spent decades studying the Great Depression, and documenting the policy mistakes that contributed to its severity; these mistakes were all avoided in 2008-10. 5 Figure 4 . Actual price level and targets in four major central banks
Turning to the Eurozone crisis, many agree that the intervention of the ECB in defending the euro "whatever it takes", in Mario Draghi's famous words, was decisive to prevent a collapse of European sovereign debt markets. In turn, while other European and national authorities had difficulty agreeing on a response to the crisis, the ECB intervened quickly and decisively, and the supply of credit stayed up, even in the periphery countries with banking problems. Again, most of the interventions, both in stopping the sovereign debt crisis, and in using longer-term liquidity interventions, were justified and based on academic papers in macroeconomics.
Without taking credit away from the policymakers who had the courage to implement these policies, like the practical men in Keynes famous quote, they were following the principles of macroeconomists. 6 A separate criticism of macroeconomic policy advice accuses it of being politically biased. Since the early days of the field, with Keynes and the Great Depression, The target price level is in the dashed blue line from the date of the announcement of the target forward, the hypotheEcal target is the extension of the target backwards in Eme, and the actual price level is in the solid red line. All are normalized to equal zero at the date of adopEon of the target, except for Canada that is normalized to zero in 1998. For the United States, the inflaEon target was adopted in January of 2012 using the personal consumpEon expenditures deflator as the reference measure. For the Euroarea, the target was adopted in January of 1999 for the harmonized consumer price index. For Canada, the target for the total consumer price index was adopted in 1991. For the Bank of England, the current target for the consumer price index target was adopted in December of 2003. The target for all four is a 2% annual growth in the price level. The verEcal axis is in a log scale.
macroeconomics was associated with aggressive and controversial policies and with researchers that wore other hats as public intellectuals. Even more recently, during the rationalexpectations microfoundations revolution of the 1970s, early papers had radical policy recommendations, like the result that all systematic aggregate-demand policy is ineffective, and some leading researchers had strong political views. Romer (2016) The point is not claim there are weaknesses in different fields of economics. The point is rather to note that macroeconomics is not all that special relative to the other fields. Economists across all fields were in part surprised by the crisis, but also eager to study it and analyze it.
Economic theorists understood that we needed to invest more time on characterizing the role of speculation and sudden shifts in equilibrium, industrial organization economists turned their attention to auctions ran by central banks and to the operation of payment systems, and financial economists realized how little we had paid attention to understand rare events or to the measurement of systemic risk. There have been important debates on methods in development economics and in labor economics. Researchers in these fields, as in macroeconomics , 9 perpetually feel unsatisfied with the state of their knowledge and work every day to improve it.
Data has expanded and progress was made, but this is true both in microeconomics and macroeconomics.
To conclude, some of the diagnoses of the crisis in macroeconomics presuppose that macroeconomics is very different from the rest of economics, in having an outsized influence on policy, having more ideological researchers, or being especially hit in its credibility and methods by the crisis. This section noted that this specialness of macroeconomics is more apparent than real. As such, explanations for the problems of macroeconomics today that are too field specific may miss the target.
IV. Poor forecasting yes, but relative to what?
One way that macroeconomics stands out from other fields in economics is in how often it produces forecasts. The vast majority of empirical models in economics can be very successful at identifying causal relations or at fitting explaining behavior, but they are never used to provide unconditional forecasts, nor do people expect them to. Macroeconomists, instead, are asked to routinely produce forecasts to guide fiscal and monetary policy, and are perhaps too eager to comply. As I wrote in Reis (2010) "…by setting themselves the goal of unconditional forecasting of aggregate variables, macroeconomists are setting such a high bar that they are almost sure to fail."
Forecasting is hard. Forecasting what people will do when their behavior is affected by many interrelated personal, local, and national variables is even harder. Forecasting when the forecasts cause changes in policy, which make people change their choices, which in turn make it required to revise the forecasts, is iteratively hard. Forecasting when economic agents themselves are forecasting your forecast to anticipate the policies that will be adopted involves strategic thinking and game theory that goes well beyond the standard statistical toolbox. Very few economists that I know of would defend themselves too vigorously against the frequent criticisms of forecasting failures by economists. As is regularly shown, macroeconomic forecasts come with large and often serially correlated errors. 10 At the same time, the way that forecasts are mis-read and mis-interpreted is part of the problem. As much as economists state that their forecasts are probabilities, and come with confidence bands, they are reported in the media always as point estimates. The Bank of England struggled to introduce fan charts as a way to display the uncertainty in its policy forecasts. Moreover, the supposedly most embarrassing forecast errors come with regards to large crises. Yet, these crises are rare events that happen once every many decades. Since typical economic time series only extend over a little more than one hundred years, statistically forecasting the eruption of a crisis will always come with large imprecision. 11
Compare how economics does relative to the medical sciences. Analogies across sciences are always very tricky, and must be taken with a large grain of salt. Moreover, surely economists are still far from being as useful as dentists, like Keynes dreamed of, let alone to have made a contribution to human welfare that is close to the one by doctors or biologists. The comparison to make is much more narrow and limited, restricted only to how economic forecasts compare to medical forecasts.
Imagine going to your doctor and asking her to forecast whether you will be alive 2 years from now. That would sound like a preposterous request to the physician, but perhaps having some actuarial mortality tables in her head, she would tell you the probability of death for someone of your age. For all but the older readers of this article, this will be well below 50%.
Yet, one year later, you have a heart attack and die. Should there be outrage at the state of medicine for missing the forecast, with such deadly consequences?
One defense by the medical profession would be to say that their job is not to predict time of death. They are driven to understand what causes diseases, how to prevent them, how to treat them, and altogether how to lower the chances of mortality while trading this off against life quality and satisfaction. Shocks are by definition unexpected, they cannot be predicted. In fact, in practice, most doctors would refuse to answer the question in the first place, or they would shield any forecast with a blank statement that anything can happen. This argument applies, word for word, to economics once the word disease is replaced by the words financial crisis.
A more sophisticated defense would note that medical sciences are about making conditional forecasts: if you make some lifestyle choices, then your odds of dying change by this or that much. These forecasts are at best probabilistic. Medical science can quantify in terms of conditional probabilities how certain behaviors affect mortality. Moreover, once the disease sets in, health researchers have given us the tools to understand what just happened to your body, rationalize it, and predict which treatments have some chances of helping, with what side effects. These lead to better choices and to better treatments, and they are a major contribution of the biomedical sciences to knowledge and human welfare. for policies, and discussion of trade-offs. The economy did not die, and a Great Depression was avoided, in no small part due to the advances on economics over many decades.
Too many people all over the world are today being unexpectedly diagnosed with cancer, undergo enormously painful treatment, and recover to live for many more years. This is rightly hailed as a triumph of modern oncology, even if so much more remains to be done. After suffering the worst shock in many decades, the global economy's problems were diagnosed by economists, who designed policies to respond to them, and in the end we had a painful recession but no melt down. Some, somehow, conclude that economics is at fault. A very conservative estimate is that society invests at least 40 times more trying to study infectious diseases, including forecasting the next flu season or the next viral outbreak, than it does in economics. More likely, the ratio of public investment to science devoted to predicting and preventing the next disease is two or even three orders of magnitude larger than the budget of science dedicated to predicting and preventing economics crises. There is no simple way to compare the output per unit of funding across different fields, but relative to its meager funding, the performance of economics forecasting is perhaps not so bad.
A detour for another comparison may drive the point of this section in. There has been much progress in weather forecasting, such that predicting the weather over the next few days is done with less uncertainty than it was a decade ago. Forecasting the weather is an activity that takes as many or more resources as forecasting the economy, and that also affects a series of policy choices and economic decisions. Comparing macroeconomic forecasts to forecasts of average temperature or precipitation over the next 1-5 years, as opposed to over the next few days, it is far from clear that economics forecasting is doing so poorly.
To conclude with the most important message, yes, economics models do a poor job forecasting macroeconomic variables. This deserves to be exposed, discussed, and even sometimes ridiculed. Critics like Haldane (2016) are surely right, and the alternatives that they propose for improvement are definitely worth exploring. If nothing else, this may help the media and the public to start reporting and reading forecasts as probabilistic statements where the confidence bands or fan charts are as or more important than the point forecasts. But, before jumping to the conclusion that this is a damning critique of the state of macroeconomics, this section asked for an evaluation of forecasting performance in relative terms. Relative to other conditional predictions on the effectiveness of policies, relative to other forecasts for large diverse populations also made many years out, and relative to their accuracy per dollar of funding. From these perspectives, I am less convinced that economics forecasting is all that far behind other scientific fields.
IV. Redirecting the criticisms to teaching macroeconomics
If I replace "macroeconomic research" with "macroeconomics as taught in entryway classes" in the critiques of macroeconomics, they seem much more on point. The doubts raised in this essay were on the descriptions of the state of knowledge, as opposed to the way that macroeconomics is taught or used by policymakers. Like Rodrik (2015) in his overall defense of economics, the validity of the criticisms and the scope for reform seem much clearer in regard to how macroeconomics is taught as opposed to how it is researched. The popularity of criticisms of macroeconomics likely has less to do with research, which most people know and care little about, but rather with their exposure to macroeconomics in the way it is taught and used in policy discussions.
At the undergraduate level, I see a productive debate taking place. The leading textbook in intermediate macroeconomics, Macroeconomics by N. G. Mankiw, is regularly revised, and many chapters changed significantly in the last decade to address the issues raised by the crisis. In the fringes, there are new entrants to this market and healthy competition of ideas and approaches, including exciting radical changes such as the one in the core-econ.org project.
Macroeconomics is not alone here, as similar debates take place for instance in econometrics. 12 At the graduate level, there is more room for improvement. Teaching is still tied to a benchmark neoclassical framework in masters class in macroeconomics, or in the core PhD Further, empirical work in macroeconomics today includes a rich set of tools and approaches. Macroeconomists need to be trained in time series, and also to understand the fundamental identification problems, and the rich datasets that can be used to test behavior.
There are classic empirical questions that one could structure an entire class in core macroeconomics around, and taking the model to the data is today not an after-thought but an integral part of almost all research projects. Macroeconomics could be taught in a much more data-driven way than what is done today. This is a debate worth having, especially as I am sure that many would disagree with the ten alternatives that I have proposed to the ten assumptions above, and with what weight should empirical work have in the core sequence. Criticisms and discussions of macroeconomics focussed on this discussion would be more constructive and get the wider community of macroeconomists involved. With more students pursuing graduate studies and higher demand for people trained in advanced economic tools, graduate-level macroeconomics especially at the Masters level cannot be taught as if its only role was to train future academic researchers. As Mankiw (2006) and Blanchard (2017) emphasize, there is an important role for macroeconomists as engineers, as opposed to scientists, and this requires small usable models.
IV. Conclusion
I have argued that while there is much that is wrong with macroeconomics today, most critiques of the state of macroeconomics are off target. Current macroeconomic research is not mindless DSGE modeling filled with ridiculous assumptions and oblivious of data. Rather, young macroeconomists are doing vibrant, varied, and exciting work, getting jobs, and being published. Macroeconomics informs economic policy only moderately and not more nor all that differently than other fields in economics. Monetary policy has benefitted significantly from this advice in keeping inflation under control and preventing a new Great Depression.
Macroeconomic forecasts perform poorly in absolute terms and given the size of the challenge probably always will. But relative to the level of aggregation, the time horizon, and the amount of funding, they are not so obviously worst than those in other fields. What is most wrong with macroeconomics today is perhaps that there is too little discussion of which models to teach and too little investment in graduate-level textbooks.
